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INTRODUCTION  

Selection of Project Team  

The Highland Irrigation District (HID/Sponsor) and Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC) 

selected the consulting team of AVI Professional Corporation (AVI). As prime consultant was responsible 

for providing oversight and coordination for the study including;  quality control, review of inventory, 

evaluation of existing systems, design, cost estimates, irrigation collection, project financing, survey, 

mapping, support of GIS development, and the oversight of sub consultants.  

Assisting with the study, Anderson Consulting Engineers (ACE) is providing System Operations GIS Data 

Base, Rehabilitation, and Management Issues. JR Barnes Consulting, LLC is provided water rights review 

and document database. 

Authorization 

A Level I Water Supply Master Plan Study for the Sponsor was included in the WWDO Planning 

Omnibus Water Bill approved by the Legislature during the 2020 Session.  The WWDC and the Sponsor-

selected the AVI Team to perform the work.  Contract terms were negotiated and notice to proceed was 

issued in April 2021 under Contract No. 029CM0090093. 

Project Purpose 

To provide the Sponsor and the WWDC with an irrigation system master plan that will serve as a 

guidance document for maintaining the existing system and planning future improvements. The master 

plan contains the technical information the Sponsor needs to address system repairs and replacement 

goals, improve the efficiency of system operations, and create a sound financial foundation for system 

maintenance.  

Goal of Current Study 

The goal of the Master Plan Study is to provide the Sponsor with a tool to facilitate the efficient 

operation of the water system and to provide guidelines for future management. The report contains 

technical information, recommendations, and cost estimates. The report will assist commissioners and 

staff in planning for system operation, financing, maintenance, upgrades, and component replacement.   

TASK 1. SCOPING AND PROJECT MEETINGS  

Introduction 

The project contract required a scoping meeting, held on-site, early in the project schedule to 

familiarize the Sponsor with the scope of the project and to allow an opportunity to provide input to 

the study process. The scoping meeting was held on May 18, 2021, at 9:00 am at the County 

Courthouse. Postcards were sent out to 242 members to invite them to the meeting. Approximately 18 

members showed up to participate in the scoping meeting. A second meeting with the HID Board of 

Commissioners was held in Pinedale at the Community Center on February 9, 2022, to present the initial 

results of AVI’s survey work and ACE’s inventory of the HID conveyance system. 

A meeting to present the draft report was held at the Sublette Court House Building on July 21, 2022. 

Copies of the report were provided to the HID Board of Commissioners before the meeting. The draft 

report was available for review at the AVI office and the HID office in Pinedale, Wyoming. 

Meetings were scheduled in coordination with the WWDO Project Manager and the HID District Board. 
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1. Estimates quantify Seepage Losses. This discussion centered on the identification of two areas 

that appear to have significant seepage issues. The upper reach (#1) is from the Civilian 

Conservation Corps (CCC) ponds around the bend and along Riverside Road, second reach (#2) 

is located on the Fayette Ranch where visible green seepage areas on the downslope of the 

canal are easily seen on the ground and in aerial imagery.  It was discussed that ACE would 

conduct the same canal flow analysis during high flows, normal flows, and compare their results.  

2. Inventory System. Questions about the inventory process were discussed and all turnouts 

approximately 70, checks, structures, etc. would all be collected and evaluated for condition. 

Access Right of Entry forms were be mailed out in hopes that they would be returned by 

landowners and HID members. 

3. Scoping Meeting with District. Following the pre-meeting, the Consulting Team and WWDO 

representatives traveled to Fremont Lake Dam and other critical points along the 28 miles 

conveyance system to better understand system issues and access issues with the HID 

Commissioners. 

4. Inventory, Evaluate, and Map Existing System. Mr. Perryman reported that survey work at the 

reservoir to establish control points has begun. Permission was granted to access property from 

adjacent landowners during the survey. Inventory and evaluation will include turnouts and all 

structure evaluation. AVI will contact adjacent landowners along the canal and laterals.  

ACE personnel provided inventory and evaluation efforts of the conveyance system. Engineering 

and survey assistance was provided by AVI staff, as necessary. 

5. Evaluation of System Operations. Evaluation will identify procedural changes that could improve 

efficiency. Radiometric controls and lateral flow measurements are examples. 

6. Review of Water Rights. Water rights affecting Fremont Lake and HID will be reviewed and 

analyzed by John Barnes of the AVI Team. 

7. Prioritization of Recommendations. AVI and ACE identified areas of significant seepage and 

structures which should be replaced to enhance system operation. Improvements will be 

prioritized based on water loss, the potential for failure, and District preferences.  

8. Concept Designs and Cost Estimates. AVI and ACE will use standard irrigation structure designs 

modified to meet the District’s conveyance system. These standard structures will provide the 

basis for the District to budget accordingly and for phased system improvements or submit 

funding applications. Board Chairman, Mr. Walters, stated that the district currently has about 75 

to 80% delivery efficiency. However, significant water is lost is suspected in certain areas of the 

canal. This is especially evident in the “horseshoe” areas where the canal has been cut into 

hillsides/ravines to maintain grade and the downslope is bermed. For example one area losses 

an estimated 30-40 CFS in a 1 mile run.  

TASK 2. INFORMATION COLLECTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Fremont Lake Dam. 

The Fremont Lake Dam was reconstructed in the spring 1993 based on drawings provided by the 

Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) office. The new dam location is located downstream of 

the original dam by approximately 500 feet. The new dam also raised the reservoir water elevation by 
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approximately 1 foot and the water storage volume was split between HID and the Town of Pinedale. 

AVI completed a GPS elevation survey comparison of the Fremont Lake water level, the Pinedale Water 

Treatment Plant, and the dam, all features are tied together based on one vertical datum being the 

Opus Calibration from AVI CP#1. AVI also successfully found the original dam control points and tied 

those points into the survey. 

TASK 3. SYSTEM ASSESSMENT AND INVENTORY 

Overview  

Adequate access along the main canal and each lateral is limited. Numerous un-gated fences cross the 

canal causing issues for the water master\ditch rider to operate and control flows to turnouts in a timely 

manner. The lack of access has contributed to insufficient vegetation control along segments of the 

conveyance system.  

A list of property owners who received the letter and their reply, is located in the notebook and has 

been provided electronically as well. 

Inventory Data Collection 

ACE utilized GPS technologies to expedite field data collection procedures and to streamline 

incorporation of data into the GIS environment.  Data collected during this phase of the project were 

integrated into a project GIS to facilitate data analysis, data maintenance, and presentation.  The project 

GIS also served as a repository for additional data collected during subsequent phases of the project.  

Results of the Structure Inventory 

A total of 199 structures and seven channel features were inventoried and evaluated during this phase 

of the project.  Of these, 101 were classified as conveyance structures.  The remaining 98 structures do 

not directly  affect the  ability  of  HID  to  manage  water  within the irrigation system Table 3.1 

summarizes numbers of structures within HID and their condition. 

 

Table 3.1 Summary of the HID Structure Inventory 

 
Structure Type 

Condition 
Total 

Good Fair Poor Failing Unknown 

Conveyance Structures 

Headgate/Diversion 2 1 2 0 0 5 

Check 6 9 18 4 1 38 

Culvert 33 9 4 0 6 

 

52 

Measurement 1 0 1 0 0 2 

Pressurized Pipe 3 0 0 0 0 3 

Siphon 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Wasteway 2 1 2 0 0 5 

Additional Structures 

Bridge 13 0 0 2 4 19 

Farm Turnout 22 25 13 14 5 79 

Total 81 44 38 20 16 199 
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Culverts 

A total of 52 culverts were inventoried throughout the HID and were identified along each of the five 

canals.  Table 3.2 lists the distribution of culverts throughout the system.  The majority of the culverts 

were characterized as ‘good’ or ‘fair’ being fully functional or only having minor shortcomings.  

However, four culverts were in ‘poor’ condition, but no culverts were identified as ‘failing’.   

Culverts in poor condition are located on the Best Ditch approximately 2,000-feet downstream of the 

Best Ditch headgate and on the Best Ditch approximately 2,600-feet upstream of Pole Creek Road.  The 

other two culverts in poor condition are located on the New Lateral, one is located approximately 

2,000-feet upstream of Pole Creek Road and the other is located approximately 1.4 miles from the 

downstream end of the New Lateral.  The culverts in poor condition all exhibit some combination of 

erosion, sedimentation, instability, corrosion, or deformation that could contribute to disruption to the 

delivery of flow. 

Farm Turnouts 

Farm turnouts comprised the majority of the inventoried structures within the HID with a total of 79 

turnouts identified.  The distribution of turnouts throughout the canal system is summarized in Table 

3.3.  Of the 79 farm turnouts, 27 were classified as ‘poor’ or ‘failing’.  A variety of problems afflict the 

turnouts that were identified as ‘poor’ or ‘failing’.  Problems include:  (a) structural failure; (b) an 

absence of flow control; (c) scour problems; (d) absence of a turnout structure of any sort at locations 

where irrigation flows are simply delivered through a trench excavated through the canal bank. 

  

Table 3.2 Culvert Distribution in the Highland Irrigation District 

Facility No. of Culverts 

Highland Canal 4 

Best Ditch 22 

New Lateral 18 

B Lateral 7 

C Lateral 1 

Table 3.3  Distribution of Farm Turnouts in the HID System 

Facility No. of Turnouts No. of Poor or Failing 

Highland Canal 32 7 

Best Ditch 13 9 

New Lateral 22 6 

B Lateral 11 5 

C Lateral 1 0 
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Check Structures 

There are 38 checks located along the canals in the HID; they are present along four of the five canals.  

Table 3.4 lists the distribution of checks throughout the system.  Check structures exist in a variety of 

dimensions, conditions, and configurations, ranging from prefabricated metal structures, timber check 

structures, deposits of rock and/or rubble, or concrete structures. Eighteen of the 38 checks are 

identified as ‘poor’ and four are identified as ‘failing’.   

All four checks that were identified as ‘failing’ during the ACE inventory in October 2021 are located on 

the Best Ditch.  Check structures that were inventoried in ‘poor’ condition were located on each of the 

canals, except the C Lateral.  Many check structures in the HID that were identified as ‘failing’ consist of 

structures fabricated from timber or metal, while ‘poor’ condition checks generally consist of 

rock/rubble deposits. 

Table 3.5 presents seepage estimations in terms of both total loss or gain and loss/gain per mile.  

Table 3.5 Total Loss/Gain & Seepage Rate 
  High Flow Seepage Low Flow Seepage 

Canal/Ditch 
 

Description 
 

Loss (-) or Gain (+) 
(cfs) 

Seepage Rate 
(cfs/mile) 

Loss (-) or Gain (+) 
(cfs) 

Seepage Rate 
(cfs/mile) 

Highland 
Reach 1a 

(Transect #1 to 
#2) 

-4.6 -11.5 -5.8 -14.5 

Highland 
Reach 1b  

(Transect #2 to 
#3) 

-27.6 -30.7 -1.2 -1.3 

Highland 
Reach 2 

(Transect #1 to 
#2) 

+0.7 +0.9 +0.4 +0.5 

Best 
Reach 3 

(Measurement #1 
to #2) 

-1.7 -1.9 -1.1 -1.2 

Summary and Conclusions 

Through communication with Highland District representatives, it is understood that standard practice 

in the district is to run high flows in the canal long enough to locally raise the water table, allowing for 

subirrigation to augment growing requirements late into the season when water supply typically 

becomes more limited.  However, the practice of running water at high flow rates for long periods of 

time, coupled with a variety of system and maintenance issues, yields widespread seepage problems for 

Table 3.4 Check Structures in the Highland Irrigation District 

Facility No. of Checks 

Highland Canal 15 

Best Ditch 8 
 

New Lateral 12 

B Lateral 3 

C Lateral 0 
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the district.  The presence of dense, woody vegetation (both dead and alive) along canal banks is noted 

in many areas throughout much of the district.  During high flow field measurements, surface water was 

observed at multiple locations that were not within or near the seepage study reaches.  Seepage is less 

evident as Highland Canal flow is reduced.   

In Reach 1b, seepage rates during high flow are relatively high, with a total loss between Transects #2 

and #3 of 27.6 cfs during high flow, with the loss reduced to 1.2 cfs during low flow.   

Based on the evidence of seepage adjacent to the Highland Canal on the Fayette Ranch, Reach 2 

measurements should yield a loss between the two transects; however, marginal gains of 0.7 cfs and 0.4 

cfs are observed during high and low flow, respectively.   

Seepage from the Best Ditch (observed in the Favazzo Subdivision) in Reach 3 is measured at 1.7 cfs 

during high flow and 1.1 cfs during low flow.   

TASK 4. CURRENT OPERATIONS AND IRRIGATION EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS 

The HID conveyance system is highly inefficient. The system is severely lacking in measurement devices 

at each lateral and the current check structures are piles of cobble and rocks located in the ditch. 

Numerous ditch and lateral segments of excessive vegetation exist and not only are water consumers 

but create considerable maintenance headaches for the District. 

The total irrigated acreage delineated was 3,616 acres, while the assessed acreage is over 6,600 acres. 

The differences are likely due to substantial changes in irrigated lands since the last assessment.  The 

delineation (conducted by the WWDO) was completed from base data information that included 

approximately 20 years of aerial imagery, indicating where land had recently been irrigated and where 

land had been taken out of production.  For the purposes of the modeling effort, the total acreage 

reflects the 3,616 acres that was delineated. 

Consumptive Irrigation Requirement 

It is recognized that cropping patterns may change each year as crops are rotated, or irrigators 

otherwise decide to change crops or fallow acreage due to water shortages or other various 

considerations.  Based on information described previously in the Characterization of Irrigated Acres 

section regarding crops being cultivated in the HID, the current cropping pattern is represented in Table 

4.6.  

  

Table 4.6 Consumptive Irrigation Requirement (CIR) Values 
for HID Crops (Pinedale Area, Pochop, 1992) 

Crop Mean CIR  (inches/season) 
Maximum CIR  

(inches/season) 

Alfalfa 13.96 20.37 

Grass Hay / Pasture Grass 1 13.09 19.31 

Spring Grains (Barley) 10.31 15.45 

Mountain Meadow Hay 17.05 24.07 

Lawn Grass 14.16 20.69 
1 Areas identified as not harvested are assumed to be equivalent to pasture grass.  Applicable HID crops in bold italics. 
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The on-farm application efficiencies identified in Table 4.7 were utilized to determine the water delivery 

necessary to satisfy each parcel’s consumptive irrigation requirement.  The quantity of water needed for 

each parcel is determined by the amount needed to satisfy the CIR in combination with efficiency 

associated with the irrigation method.   

Within the study area, for typical conditions, an estimated 8,031 acre-feet of water must be delivered to 

the irrigated lands to satisfy the estimated CIR of 4,048 acre-feet, implying a weighted on-farm 

irrigation efficiency of 50.4 percent.  This suggests that 3,983 acre-feet of water are needed over the 

course of a typical season to satisfy losses associated with irrigation application methods.   

Scenario No. 1:  Convert 25% of Flood to Gated Pipe 

Given this application methods profile, during a typical season, an estimated 7,657 acre-feet of water 

must be delivered to the irrigated lands to satisfy the estimated CIR of 4,048 acre-feet, resulting in a 

weighted on-farm irrigation efficiency of 52.9 percent.  This suggests that 3,609 acre-feet of water are 

needed over the course of a typical season to satisfy losses associated with irrigation application 

methods.  During a high-requirement season, an estimated 12,745 acre-feet of water must be delivered 

to the irrigated lands to satisfy the estimated CIR of 6,738 acre-feet.   

By converting roughly 890 acres of land from flood irrigation to gated pipe, more than 370 acre-feet 

could be conserved on farm during a typical season and more than 620 acre-feet could be conserved 

during a high-requirement season.   

Scenario No. 2:  Convert 12.5% Flood to Gated Pipe and 12.5% to Center Pivot  

Given this application methods profile, during a typical season, an estimated 7,236 acre-feet of water 

must be delivered to the irrigated lands to satisfy the estimated CIR of 4,048 acre-feet, giving a 

weighted on-farm irrigation efficiency of 55.9 percent.  This suggests that 3,188 acre-feet of water are 

needed over the course of a typical season to satisfy losses associated with irrigation application 

methods.  During a high-requirement season, an estimated 12,045 acre-feet of water must be delivered 

to the irrigated lands to satisfy the estimated CIR of 6,738 acre-feet.  This suggests that 5,307 acre-feet 

of water are needed over the course of a high-requirement season to satisfy losses associated with 

irrigation application methods.  

  

Table 4.7 Adopted Values for Average On-Farm Application Efficiency 

Irrigation Method Average On-Farm Efficiency (%) 

Flood 50 

Gated Pipe 60 

Side Roll 65 

Hand Set 75 

Center Pivot 85 

Applicable HID irrigation methods in bold italics. 
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By converting roughly 445 acres of land under flood irrigation to gated pipe and roughly 445 acres to 

center pivot systems, it appears that at nearly 800 acre-feet could be conserved on farm during a typical 

season and more than 1,300 acre-feet could be conserved during a high-requirement season.   

Summary of Water Use Modeling Results  

The analysis of typical annual water needs, given current cropping patterns within the HID, identified 

that 4,048 acre-feet is necessary to meet the mean CIR for the area, and that during high-requirement 

years, 6,738 acre-feet are necessary to meet the maximum CIR.  Considering current on-farm 

application methods, an additional 3,983 acre-feet need to be delivered to farm turnouts to meet the 

mean CIR demand, while an additional 6,630 acre-feet would need to be delivered to meet the 

maximum CIR demand.  Potential water savings associated with two on-farm irrigation improvement 

scenarios were evaluated.  These two scenarios attempted to account for potential conservation 

improvements in the context of topographic and parcel configuration limitations within the HID.  Table 

4.8 identifies the current irrigation methods profile, as well as the assumed  irrigation methods profile 

for the two conservation scenarios.   

Canal System Efficiency Considerations 

The analyses presented above indicate that for a typical season in the HID, the annual on-farm delivery 

requirement is approximately 8,031 acre-feet, and that for a high-requirement season, the requirement 

is 13,368 acre-feet.  Based on SEO records for the Highland Headgate from 2017-2020, an average of 

25,200 acre-feet has been delivered to the HID system from Fremont Lake.   

TASK 5.  REVIEW OF WATER RIGHTS 

A comprehensive review of the HID water rights was completed by John Barnes of JR Barnes Consulting, 

LLC. Mr. Barnes is a subconsultant to AVI and former director of the State Surface Water department 

providing a very in-depth compilation of the District’s water rights, copies of permits, certificates, and 

maps. These documents have previously been provided to the HID electronically and in a notebook for 

ease of reference. The information also included Fremont Lake storage rights. This information has been 

duplicated in the hard copy of the final report but additionally is provided via electronic files on the 

disks included in the project deliverables. 

  

Table 4.8 Current and Possible Future Irrigation Methods Profiles 

Application 
Method 

Current Practice 
Scenario No. 1 

Convert 25% Flood to Gated 
Pipe 

Scenario No. 2 
Convert 25% Flood & to Gated Pipe 

& Center Pivot 

Irrigated 
Acres 

Portion of 
Total (%) 

Irrigated 
Acres 

Portion of 
Total (%) 

Irrigated 
Acres 

Portion of 
Total (%) 

Flood 3,556.5 98.4 2,667.5 73.8 2,667.5 73.8 

Gated Pipe -- -- 889.0 24.6 444.5 12.3 

Side Roll -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Hand Set 59.5 1.6 59.5 1.6 59.5 1.6 

Center Pivot -- -- -- -- 444.5 12.3 
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Items of interest include. 

Table 5.9 Highland Irrigation District Water Year Use Summary 

YEAR START PEAK END MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP TOTAL 
OVER/ 
UNDER 

% 

2017 05/05/17 06/08/17 182.83 09/30/17 3,484 9,060 6,540 3,950 2,890 25,924 1,384 5.64% 

2018 04/27/18 06/15/18 141.02 09/30/18 5,245 7,890 5,880 4,150 2,580 25,745 1,205 4.91% 

2019 04/30/19 06/20/19 145.56 09/30/19 2,990 7,590 6,970 4,000 2,408 23,958 -582 -2.37% 

2020 05/14/20 06/10/20 164.49 09/30/20 3,482 8,700 6,900 3,760 2,300 25,142 602 2.45% 

2021 05/17/21 06/07/21 157 09/30/21 1,660 8,490 7,350 2,550 1,880 21,930 -2,610 -10.63% 

5 year Average 3,372 8,346 6,728 3,682 2,412 24,540 0   

 

HID 5 year water use average: 24,540 acre-feet per State Engineers gauging station data (Appendix G). 

TASK 6.  REHABILITATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Internal items to be considered include 

▪ Continue replacement of field turn outs and head gates. Attention should be given to those 

identified as high priority on the structure evaluation matrix. 

▪ Vegetation removal and management:  The District is encouraged to rent or hire equipment that 

can shred and chip the bank vegetation and develop a 3-to-5-year maintenance plan to keep up 

with continued tree and Willow growth. 

▪ HID Access:  Continue to stress the importance for District efficiency and continuous access for 

the ditch rider is required, Gates should be installed, and common locks daisy chained should 

private property concerns persist. HID improved maintenance will be limited until such time as 

continuous access is provided. This will allow HID contractors to complete and install larger 

projects throughout the Conveyance system. 

▪ Install check structures during dry conditions that can be regulated by stop board placement. 

▪ Install Parshall flume measurement devices and staff gauges at all Laterals and major head 

gates. 

▪ Improve record keeping on Fremont dam gates and all head gates throughout the system. 

▪ Complete improvement annually on GIS data base so it stays up to date. 

▪ Monitor and comment on all new subdivisions which encompasses the canal and laterals. 

Developers should provide access easement to protect and establish HID rights. 

Poor and Failing Structures/Facilities 

The rehabilitation priority list for the poor and failing structures (other than farm turnouts) in the HID is 

shown in Table 6.10.  The priority listed for the structures identified in the table are mostly (but not 

entirely) sequential as there are structures rated ‘fair’ that are in need of limited improvements but 

received a higher RPI due to a higher structure class and/or greater service area.  In addition, some farm 

turnouts in poor or failing condition ranked higher than a few of the structures that are less critical for 

the delivery of water, such as the culvert in poor condition near the lower end of the Best Ditch, just 

north of the fairgrounds.   
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The list of 29 poor or failing structures represents 14 percent of the inventoried structures/features.  

Not included on this list is the abandoned stilling well that no longer provides flow measurements 

along the Highland Canal.  Furthermore, the two bridges observed to be in failing condition are not 

included on the list since these bridges are intended for private use only and are not utilized by the 

District for operating the irrigation system. 

 

. 

 

 

TASK 7. CONCEPT LEVEL DESIGNS AND COST ESTIMATES 

Check Structures  

Primary infrastructure improvements that this study team feels will be important to address will be the 

existing check structures at the major laterals. Currently, boulders, and concrete chunks serve as the 

check structure which is highly inefficient and is not able to be controlled easily once water enters the 

canal.  While these materials are inexpensive and readily available, they do not afford any adjustment to 

the main canal water level without the use of large equipment to rearrange them. 

The HID should consider the installation of some permanent structures where stop boards can be used 

to control water levels.  These typically are engineered cast-in-place structures, single-bay or double-

Table 6.10 HID RPI Ranking for Poor & Failing Structures 

RPI

Ranking
Stucture ID

Canal

or

Lateral

Structure

Type

Canal

Station

(mile)

General 

Condition

Structure

Class

Index

Facility 

Condition 

Index

Service Area 

(Dependent 

Acreage)

Rehabilitation 

Priority

Index

1 HLC-CH-001 Highland Canal Check 2.10 Poor 2 50 4487.56 448.8

2 NWL-CU-002 New Lateral Culvert 1.96 Poor 4 50 1864.60 372.9

3 HLC-CH-002 Highland Canal Check 4.05 Poor 2 50 3263.68 326.4

4 HLC-CH-003 Highland Canal Check 4.71 Poor 2 50 3205.40 320.5

5 HLC-CH-004 Highland Canal Check 6.68 Poor 2 50 3088.84 308.9

6 NWL-CH-001 New Lateral Check 0.35 Poor 2 50 3076.59 307.7

7 NWL-CU-010 New Lateral Culvert 4.83 Poor 4 50 1118.76 223.8

8 NWL-CH-002 New Lateral Check 0.96 Poor 2 50 1957.83 195.8

9 NWL-CH-004 New Lateral Check 2.35 Poor 2 50 1771.37 177.1

10 NWL-CH-005 New Lateral Check 2.42 Poor 2 50 1678.14 167.8

11 NWL-CH-006 New Lateral Check 3.06 Poor 2 50 1584.91 158.5

12 NWL-CH-007 New Lateral Check 4.80 Poor 2 50 1118.76 111.9

13 HLC-CH-006 Highland Canal Check 6.98 Poor 2 50 867.92 86.8

14 HLC-CH-008 Highland Canal Check 8.80 Poor 2 50 730.88 73.1

15 BSL-HG-001 Best Lateral Diversion 0.01 Poor 4 50 336.96 67.4

16 BLT-HG-001 B Lateral Diversion 0.00 Poor 4 50 263.01 52.6

17 BSL-CU-004 Best Lateral Culvert 0.36 Poor 4 50 259.20 51.8

18 BSL-CH-002 Best Lateral Check 1.06 Failing 2 100 155.52 31.1

19 BLT-CH-001 B Lateral Check 0.14 Poor 2 50 239.10 23.9

20 HLC-CH-011 Highland Canal Check 11.55 Poor 2 50 231.35 23.1

21 BSL-CH-004 Best Lateral Check 1.23 Failing 2 100 103.68 20.7

22 HLC-CH-012 Highland Canal Check 12.82 Poor 2 50 185.08 18.5

23 BSL-CH-005 Best Lateral Check 1.60 Failing 2 100 77.76 15.6

24 BSL-CH-006 Best Lateral Check 1.72 Failing 2 100 77.76 15.6

25 HLC-CH-013 Highland Canal Check 13.19 Poor 2 50 138.81 13.9

26 BSL-CH-003 Best Lateral Check 1.13 Poor 2 50 129.60 13.0

30 BSL-CH-007 Best Lateral Check 1.89 Poor 2 50 77.76 7.8

169 BSL-CU-012 Best Lateral Culvert 2.29 Poor 4 50 0.00 0.0

201 HLC-CF-001 Highland Canal
Channel Feature 

(Seepage Area)
1.22 n/a n/a n/a 4119.96 n/a
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bay type structures. These structures would be a long-term investment into the conveyance system and 

provide a safe reliable way to adjust water levels during the irrigation season. 

Parshall Flumes Measurement Devices  

This prefabricated metal structure should be placed after the 

lateral gate and when flows have stabilized within the lateral.  

Each Flume would have a staff gauge with a known 

predetermined cross-sectional area sized to suit the flow for 

each lateral upon which the HID water master can easily 

confirm the amount of water released to flow down the 

lateral. 

Seepage Reach #1 Alternatives 

Three reach alternatives were evaluated. 

Those being 

▪ Installation of a 78” RCP pipe 

▪ Concrete lining of this reach 

▪ Realignment to remove the horseshoe bend. 

These options were evaluated early on in the study as this 

reach of the canal per the seepage study appears to lose around 30 cfs during high flow periods. Some 

of this seepage is creating undesirable issues with the residents residing at 92 Riverside Road which is 

down gradient of the canal. The district has been attempting to make improvements to redirect the 

seepage away from the residential structures however, the situation persists. Seepage is compounded 

by the CCC ponds which are believed to contribute to the elevated groundwater and surface water near 

the residence. 

Water Saving Potential 

Throughout one irrigation season, the estimated seepage lost out of the canal, in just this 4,800-feet 

Reach#1 is estimated to 5,072 acre-feet. That is significant and should become a priority for the HID 

members, especially as leaner runoff water conditions persist. It is recommended that these seepage 

mitigation options be further refined, limits defined and sized, and re-estimated in the WWDC Level II 

study. 

Fremont Lake Dredging 

This has been a known situation for some time and fortunately, there is a simple remedy. 

The HID needs to advise the other partners of the Fremont Lake Dam user group of this pending 

project and begin to get the necessary approvals from United states Forest Service (USFS), United States 

Fish and Wildlife Service (USFW), Core of Engineers (COE), and others, to complete this project.  This 

would be considered routine system maintenance, (no different from when the Town of Pinedale 

needed to work on the intake structure in the Lake). 

Vegetation Removal  

Congested canal segments with excessive vegetation should be a high maintenance priority for the 

district.   These heavily vegetated conditions present segments that are difficult to monitor water flow 

and have limited access.  Willows, Aspen, Pine, and Cottonwood trees all are water consumers thus 

Partial Flume Example 
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depleting the District of water.  A vegetation reduction program needs to be established and resources 

committed to accomplishing this. 

Turnout Replacement 

The structure inventory identified 27 failing turnouts that need to be replaced.  These are routine gates 

that the District has been addressing as manpower and funding are available. The District should 

consider addressing these 27 failing structures over the next two seasons and budget funding be 

established to complete this effort internally.  If necessary, the appropriate per acre assessment should 

be applied to complete this task. Priority #2 and other structures should continue to be evaluated and 

placed on a maintenance plan under the WWDC Level II study. 

Recommendation 

HID commissioners should consider a short-term loan of possibly 5 to 7 years for $140,000 to complete 

the following priority items. 

#1 Fremont Lake Dredging  ............................................................................................. $60,000  

#2 Measurement Devices Installation .......................................................................... $15,000  

#3 Vegetation Removal by HID staff ............................................................................ $40,000  

#4 Turn out Upgrades ........................................................................................................ $25,000  

Total ........................................................... $140,000* 

*This would amount to an annual payment of $18,645 or a $2.81per acre assessment increase 

based on 10 year note at 6 percent. 

The district currently budgets $7,000 per year for system maintenance.     

#5 Continue with WWDC Level II Study to explore funding available for the larger projects being 

Seepage mitigation for Reach #1 and check structure installation. 

TASK 8. WATER SYSTEM FINANCING 

Recommendation Summary 

The Highland Irrigation District should proceed forward with the effort and momentum that has been 

completed under the Level I Master plan study with the following.  

1. Submit an application to WWDC for a  Level II Study. 

o Reach#1 seepage consideration of defining the ditch segment by ¼ mile segments in an 

attempt to isolate the reach that is contributing to the bulk of the seepage. 

o Complete the inventory of the segments where access was restricted during the Level I 

efforts. 

o Refine design concepts and cost estimates and advance discussions with USBR on the 

WaterSmart program and funding potential. 

2. Hire a contractor to excavate the Fremont Lake Channel when the lake reaches its lowest level 

estimated to be in April or early May. 

3. Implement a 3 to 5 year maintenance plan to proceed with turnout upgrades and vegetation 

removal with HID staff. 
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4. Continue to refine and determine the installation of ditch checks and measurement devices. 

Should the HID not have necessary equipment or in-house manpower expertise to install these 

items then proceed with bidding to implement these with HID contractor. 

5. Continue to educate and inform HID members and landowners of the District’s maintenance 

rights. Establish continuous access along the ditch with the installation of gates and cattle 

guards. 

6. Continue to evaluate membership per acre assessment and increase tolerance to assessment 

increases for maintenance funding needs.  Establish and set aside funds for matching funding 

programs to position the District to be eligible for larger programs. 

TASK 10. CREATION OF A GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Deliverables 

The collected data were incorporated into an ESRI geodatabase according to the standards identified in 

the updated GIS Standards Technical Memorandum V.3.1 (April 2021).  This geodatabase contains all 

data created and utilized during the project.  All datasets included in the deliverable geodatabase were 

attributed with metadata according to the standards described in the Version 3.1 of the GIS Standards 

Memorandum.  Particular attention was given to developing the metadata to create a straightforward 

explanation of the “who, what, when, where, and why” for each dataset. The database template acquired 

from the Wyoming Water Development Office was in the Decimal Degree Coordinate system with a 

NAD83 datum; project data were prepared and submitted in this coordinate system.   

The deliverable GIS database will allow the district to access and maintain their data with the 

appropriate GIS software package, if so desired. There are numerous free and paid software packages 

that allow for the maintenance of GIS data; however, coordination with WWDO staff is recommended to 

devise a plan that maintains data integrity, while also accommodating and documenting information 

related to data updates. 
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